The Channelling of Liability under the 1999 Montreal Convention

Abstract
As the cornerstone of international air carrier liability niks, the 1999 Montreal
Convention has created a channe11cd’ liability system to promote adequate and rapid
compensation. This paper first explores the origin of ‘channelling’ liability under the
Montreal Convention, then examines two possible scenarios arising from ‘channelling’
of liability; Finally analyses the legal effect of ‘channelled’ liability in light of the
Convention’s purposes, while noting difliculties faced by carriers because ofthird-party
indemnity clairns.
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1. Introduction
With a view to protect consumers and strengthen uniforrnity, the 1999 Montreal
Convention (hereinafter MC99) has effectively modemised the uniform rules
governing contractual liability of international air carriage previously established by
the 1929 Warsaw Convention (hereinafter WC29).2 In order to ensure that damage
inflicted upon claimants can be adequately and rapidly compensatcd,3 MC99 has
established a strict liability regirne against carriers,4 also introducing a ‘two-tier’
liability regirne and mandatory liability insurance requirernents.5 MC99 has therefore
rendered compensation thereunder ‘unlimited and securcd through carriers’, as noted
by Prof. Bin Cheng.6
Questions anse, however, on whether MC99 has made actions against carriers
exclusive, therefore ‘chaunelling’ ali liability claims to carriers. MC99 Articie 29 has
flot explicitly excluded third parties from becoming defendants togethcr with carniers,7
which seems to imply that carriers are flot the only defendants. MC99 Articie 46,
however, provides a ‘right of recourse’ against third parties, which seems to suggest
that liability claims shall be first compensated by carriers, then carriers can turn to third
parties for recourse.
Conflicts also anse when claimants bring suit against a third party (i.e., an aircraft
rnanufacturer) in the first place and then the third party tums to the carrier for
indemnification. As MC99 remains silent on who are the persons entitled to bring suit
against carriers,8 the Convention is therefore potentially applicable to the litigation
between the third party and the carrier as ‘any action for damages’ arising from
international air carriage, ‘however founded’, shall be governed by the Convention.9
This paper will first focus on the implied intention of MC99 to channel liability, and
secondly examine the two possible scenarios that can anse from channelling liability
with their potential legal impacts respectively. Finally, this paper will analyse the legal
effects ofchannelling liability in light of the purposes ofMC99 with a view to protect
carriers from third-party indemnity claims
2. MC99 Intends to Channel Liability via the Carrier
2.1 MC99 Has Created an Independent, Exclusive and Mandatory Liability
Regime
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MC99 has inherited the principle of exclusivity from WC29’° and reiterated the
principle through Articies 29, 33, 47 and 49. MC99 Article 29 has established that
in the carriage of passengers, baggage and cargo, any action for damages,
however founded, whether under this Convention or iii contract or in tort or
otherwise, can only be brought subject to the conditions and such Limits of
liability as are set out in this Convention [..).
Firstly, ‘Any action’ and ‘however founded’ thereunderhighlight that MC99 has created
a self-suffice and independent ‘Convention cause of action’ other than those available
under domestic laws.” Secondly, ‘can only be brought [. .j set out in this Convention’
highlights that the Convention cause of action pre-empts ali domestic causes of action
having the same scope of application)2 MC99 applies exclusively within its scope of
application therefore. Thirdly, regimes under MC99 shall apply mandatorily when
applicable, regardless the will of the parties involved. Mandatory application is
supported by MC99 Article 47, which provides that any atternpt to relieve the carrier of
its liability or fix a lower limit ofliability is null and void, also MC99 Article 49, which
provides that any atternpt to infringe or evade the rules of the Convention is null and
void. MC99 therefore remains dominant in deciding how the litigation against the
carrier can proceed and what to do if the liability lies in a third party.
2.2 The IJrafter’s Intention to Channel Liability via the Carrier

The intention to channel liability is furnished through four aspects of rules under
MC99: (i) Designatirig the carrier as the person liable; (ii) obligation of advance
payments; (iii) requirernents ofliability insurance; and (iv) right ofrecourse.
First, MC 99 Article 17 highlights that the carrier is liable for damage sustained
from international air carriage. One may wonder whether it means that only the carrier
can be held liable under MC99. The answer is negative for two reasons. On the one
hand, MC99 Articie 30 provides that ‘servants and agents’ of the carrier can also be
held liable in case of damages arising when they are acting within their scope of
employment. On the other hand, if drafters intended to render the carrier as the sole
person that can be held liable under MC99, they could well rephrase MC99 Articie 17
as explicit as it was in the 1960 Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field of
Nuclear Energy13 Articies 3(a)(i) and 6(a), which provides that ‘the operator of
nuclear installation shall be liable, in accordance with this Convention, damage to or
loss oflife of any person’ and ‘the right to compensation for damage caused by a nuclear
incident may be exercised only against an operator liable for the damage in accordance
with this Convention’. Similarly, the 1963 Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage (hereinafier 1963 Vienna Convention)14 Articie 11(5) also provides
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that ‘except as otherwise provided in the Convention, no person other than the operator
shall be liable for the nuclear damage’. MC99 Articie 17 therefore, does flot extinguish
the carrier as exclusively liable.
Second, MC99 Articie 28 provides that the carrier shall make advance payment to
clairnants with ‘immediate economic needs’ under requirement of national laws.
Although MC99 had flot gone so far to create a separate obligation for advanced
payments under Articie 28,
it allows claimants to utilise such obligations under
national laws to aid their inimediate economic needs, rendering compensation more
flexible and rapid therefore. In addition, by affinning advanced payrnent obligations
under national laws, Articie 28 also prevents such obligation under national laws from
being pre-empted by exclusive application ofMC99.
Third, MC99 Articie 50 obliges state parties to ensure carriers are adequately
insured for liability claims arising under MC99. One may argue that this obligation is
superfluous as most states already have obligations under national laws regarding
liability insurance of carriers.16 Ncvcrtheless Articie 50 creates a positive obligation
for state parties to regulate and oversee liability insurance of carriers, providing extra
security for compensation under MC99 therefore.
Finally, MC99 Articie 37 affirms the right of recourse against third parties for the
carrier. The potential function of this Articie is tvo-fo1d. On the one hand, MC99 Articie
36 provides that consignors and consignees can choose to bring suit against any carrier
involved in a successive carriage, regardless of whether that particular carrier being
sued has actually caused the damage.17 If the liability is contributed by other carriers
involved in successive carriage, the carrier being sued can then rely on MC99 Articie
37 against the carrier that is ‘truly liable’. On the other hand, MC 99 Articie 37 can be
interpreted as a clear guidance to channel liability via the carricr. As noted by
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)’8 and International Union of Aerospace
Insurers (IUAI),’9 liability claims shall be first adequately compensated by the carrier,
then the carrier can turn to third parties that potentially contribute to the damage.
As Prof. Bin Cheng noted in his proposal to create an integrated system of air
carrier liability, once carrier liability has become ‘unlimited, absolute and secured’, the
carrier will almost automatically becoine the target for lawsuit,2° as seeking adequate
compensation from the carrier is rnuch casier and more secured than raising claims
against third parties based on product liability or tort. 1-lere, one can notice that through
introducing the ‘two-tier’ liability system under Articies 17 and 21,21 MC99 has render
carrier liability ‘partially absolute’ and unlimited.22 Advance payment requirements
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and mandatory insurance under MC99 Articies 28 and 50 render compensation from
the carrier flexible and secured. Drafters of MC99 therefore strongly encourage
claimants to seek compensation from the carrier instead of any third party, although
drafters did not proceed so far to render this encouragement exclusive.
3. Two Possible Scenarios Arising from Channelling Liability
3.1 Model A: Channel Liability via the Carrier

Two scenarios can anse from channelling liability, depending on whether the
carrier acts as ‘a channelling device’ or as the person ultimately liable. The carrier acts
as a channclling device’ in Model A, in which the carrier handles ali claims under
MC99 first, and then turns to third parties potentially liable for recourse, as it is shown
in Figure 1.
The passenger (and his/her agents)

---

The carrier

Claim (MCgg)

---

A third party

Recourse

Figure 1: Channelling Liability via the Carrier

Model A is the model desired by the drafters of MC99, which can (i) streamline
litigation; and (ii) reduce possibility for claimants to seek compensation from third
parties other than the carrier in the first place as seeking compensation from the carrier
is easier and more guaranteed. Model A is also a consumer-friendly approach as the
carrier is the sole point of contact for claimants to get adequate compensation. However,
the carrier still has to cariy the burden for recourse against third parties, which can be
lengthy and tough process, as noted by IUAI.23
National courts tend to affirm the ModelA channelling ofliability. In the In ReAir
Crash at Agana, Guam (1997), the court ruled that the carrier was entitied to seek
indemnification against a third party outside the scope of WC29, but such indemnity
claims shall be limited to the amount foreseen by WC29.24 Jn a recent Chinese case,
the consignor’s insurer brought suit against the contracting carrier for damages ofcargo,
executing his right of subrogation. The court ruled that the contracting carrier is liable
under MC99. However, as the claimant did flot seek any compensation from the actual
carrier, the contracting carrier may still tum to the actual carrier for recourse under
MC99 Articie 4525
3.2 Model B: Channel Liability to the Carrier
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Model B anses mainly out of MC99 Articie 29, which has failed to specify who is
the person entitled to bring suit thereunder. One may therefore wonder if a (legal)
person such as an aircrafi manufacturer can bring suit against the carrier under MC99.
This particular situation may happen when the claimants bring suit against a third party
other than the carnier in the first place, and the third party turns to the carrier for
indemnification, as it is shown in Figure 2:
The

passenger (and his/her agents)
Claim

A third

pas-ty

The carrier

Indemnification (MCgg?!)

Figure 2: Channel Liability to the Carrier
One can split Model B into two separate actions in order to analyse it.s legal
implications, the action brought by the claimants against the third party and the
indemnity action brought by the third party against the carrier. On the one hand, the
action initially brought by the clairnant against the third party does flot fall under MC99
because (i) the defendant is flot the carrier, which renders MC99 Articie 17 inapplicable;
and (ii) the cause of action may probably embody in national laws (i.e., if the third party
is an aircraft manufacturer the cause of action may be product liability. If the third party
is an airport service provider the cause of action may be tort).
On the other hand, questions anse as whether or flot MC99 is appiicable to the
indemnity action brought by the third party against the carnier. The answer is probably
negative based on several reasons. First, although MC99 Article 29 has failed to specify
who is the person entitled to bring suit,26 it has specified that ‘darnages’ thereunder
should anse from ‘carriage ofpassengers, baggage and cargo’.27 Here there is no such
carriage happening between the third party and the carrier. Even if the third party is a
person entitled to bning suit under Artiele 29, there is no proper ‘damages’ he can claim
thereunder.
Second, cause of action under MC99 does flot cover indemnification. The
‘Convenition cause of action’ created under MC99 Articie 29 is tailored to cover ali
liability claims brought by the passenger against the carrier. The wording ‘however
foundcd’ is intended by the drafters to prevent domestic charactenization procedures
from intervening with the exclusive application of the Convention, 28 instead of
covering al! claims against the carner. One may wonder that if indemnity cannot be
contained by the ‘Convention cause of action’, then can indenmity substitute the
‘Convention cause of action’? The answcr is still negative as noted by the court in
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Chubb v Menlo Wor?dwide Frnwarding (2011)29 and In Re Air Crash Near Nantucket
Island (2004)30 that MC99 does flot create a cause of action for indeinnity, nor does
MC99 mention indemnification or contribution claims between a third party and the
carrier.31 In addition, the ‘Convention cause of action’ also only embodied in the
contract of carriage between the passenger and the carrier, supported by Prof Paul S.
Dernpsey:3’ Here in Model B there is no contract of carnage between the third party
and the carrier, ‘Convention cause of action’ is inapplicablc thercfore.
Third, MC99 Articie 17 contains a system offacmal requirements for the claimants
to fulfil in order to render the carrier liable. This inciudes the proof of ‘death or bodily
injury’ resulting from an ‘accidcnt’, happening ‘onboard the aircraft’ or during
‘cmbarkation or dis-embarkation’. Here in Model B, as thcre is no international air
carriage existing between the third party and the carrier, factual requirements under
MC99 Articie 17 are impossible to argue therefore. To conciude, although MC99
intends to channel liability, it does flot intend to render the carrier as the ultimate person
liable. It is also almost impossible to apply MC99 in case of Model B in practice.
.

-

4. The Carrier Shall Be Protected from Third-party Indemnity Claims
Through chaimelling liability via the carricr, MC99 succeeds in achieving its goal
to improve consurner protection and provide adequate compensation to the claimants.33
The carrier, however, is left between the need to adequately compensate clairnants and
exposurc to third-party indemnity claims.
As discussed in Part 3.2, MC99 is almost inapplicable between the third party and
the carrier. As a result, the carrier will probably be exposed to unlimited, even punitive
liability and disadvantage in choosing jurisdiction. First, resulting from the
inapplicability of MC99, the carrier is no longer protected by the limitation of liability
provided thereunder. In Model B, the fore-going action between the claimants and the
third party can be a product liability claim or a tort claim or otherwise based on national
laws. In some jurisdictions product liability claims can result in unlimited, cven
punitive compensation.34 Some jurisdictions also allow recoverable mental darnages
from product liability clairns. This risk can therefore be transferred to the carrier
through the indemnity action.
Second, the carrier is no longer protected by the choice of jurisdiction clause
provide under MC99 in case of third-party indemnity claims. As noted by Prof Bin
Cheng, five forums provided under MC99 Articie 33 are carefully balanced so that
interests of the claimants and the carrier can be managed equally.35 However in third
party indemnity claims, the carrier will probably be forced into litigation in a forum
29
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that he is flot familiar with and enjoys no convenience.
A good example is Airbus v Arrnavia Airlines (2013). In this case the Armavia
Airlines and its insurers had reached an agreernent with the claimants after the accident,
ensuring the claimants to be adequately compcnsated by Armavia Airlines under WC29.
However, there was still some clairnants went to Airbus for a product liability claim.
Airbus then turned back to Armavia Airlines for indemnification.36 Toulouse Court of
Appeals finally ruled that it had no jurisdiction pursuant to WC29 Articie 24, providing
that ‘the indenmification claim made by Airbus is tailored to inciude liability of
Armavia Airlines’.37 This reasoning by the court is flot so convincing as one can
observe from discussion in Part 3.2. However, one may also doubt if it is fair for the
carrier to adcquatcly and rapidly compcnsate claimants under WC29/MC99 oii the one
hand, while still being subj eet to high-risk indemnity claims brought by third parties on
the other hand. Considering the principle of restitutio in integrurn embodied in the
objective of the WC29 and MC99,38 the claimant shall not gain profit from his/her
liability claims, nor shall the carrier suffer from unreasonable economic damage by
such liability claims.
Claimants are entitled to choose their desired cause of action in pursuing
compensation. However, carriers and courts can still encourage claimants to choose the
carrier as the person to bring suit, so that the desired channelling of liability under
MC99 can be achieved. The ICAO core principles published in 2015 can also be utilised
for this purpose.39 Through promptly and adequately informing passengers their rights
and recourse against carriers before, during and after the carriage, possibility of third
party indemnification claiins can be reduced to minimum, thus effectively protecting
the interests of carriers.
5. Conciusion
Channelling ofLiability under MC99 originates from the Convention’s purpose to
harmonise and strengthen the uniform air carrier liability rules governing the
international air carriage. Through the principle of exclusivity embodied under MC99,
the Convention encourages channelling liability via the carrier, so that claimants can be
adequately and rapidly compensated by the carrier. In practice there is also possibility
for liability being channelled (back) to the carrier by third-party indemnity claims. This
situation is flot intended by MC99 and MC99 proves to be inapplicable in third-party
indemnity clairns against the carrier. However, carriers can potentially suffer fiom such
third-party indemnity claiins and require further protection.
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